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Abstract

This paper presents a study of errors that occur in DNA self-assembly using synthesized tile sets for template manufacturing. It is shown that due to the reduced size, aggregates assembled by a synthesized tile set are not error-free as those assembled by maximum-sized (referred to as a trivial tile set) as well as non-synthesized tile sets. Compared with non-synthesized tile sets, aggregates assembled using synthesized tile sets also have a higher error rate at high tile concentration, but they exhibit a lower rate at low tile concentration. In this paper, it is also shown that errors in synthesized tile sets tend to appear in clusters. This is very different from non-synthesized tile sets of non-maximum size in which growth errors are mostly random in nature. These findings are discussed and evaluated for nano manufacturing (such as for template self-assembly of a QCA circuit).
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1 Introduction

For nano manufacturing, DNA self-assembly relies on defining a set of tiles and related features (such as bonds) to target a specific pattern as a template. Self-assembly must utilize simple tiles and possibly, a tile set of small cardinality to reduce the laboratory work required for implementation. Some patterns, such as the Sierpinski Triangle [1] and the binary counter [2] can be generated by a compact tile set. However, only a limited number of such patterns are available while, as a manufacturing method, the ability to assemble arbitrary finite-size patterns as templates is highly sought. Arbitrary patterns can be built by tile sets generated by assigning every tile in the aggregate a unique type. The design of tile sets of this type is intuitive; however, these tile sets have a large cardinality (i.e. the maximum number of tile types in the tile set). This is equal to the number of pixels in the pattern. Such tile set is referred to as a trivial tile set. A process referred to as tile synthesis has been proposed in [3] to simplify the trivial tile set and reduce its cardinality. Tile synthesis starts from a trivial tile set of a finite size pattern and generates a tile set for the same pattern with a reduced (and in some cases optimal) cardinality. Finite size patterns are suitable for nano-scale manufacturing as they are modular and allow the assembly of diverse periodic structures such as scaffolds and templates for molecular electronics as well as emerging technologies [4][5]. Synthesized tile sets are therefore a necessity for a practical application of DNA self-assembly to nanoscale manufacturing.

Unfortunately, the application of DNA self-assembly is severely limited by its high error rates. It has been shown that the error rate in a DNA self-assembly process can be as high as 10%[6], usually involving a large number of DNA molecules arranged into tiles in non-synthesized sets. No error analysis has been reported in the technical literature on synthesized tile sets. This paper addresses the issues revolving around errors that occur in the assembly using synthesized tile sets
for template manufacturing. It is shown by simulation that a synthesized aggregate has an error rate higher than a non-synthesized aggregate at high tile concentration. However, its error rate becomes lower than a non-synthesized aggregate at low tile concentration. The causes behind the difference between synthesized and non-synthesized tile sets are then discussed. It is also observed that upon occurrence of an error in a pattern generated by a synthesized tile set, a cluster of erroneous tiles (sited on facets) appears. This scenario is different for non-synthesised tile sets (such as the tile sets from [1][2]) in which growth errors are mostly random in nature.

2 Review of DNA Self-Assembly

DNA by itself does not have desirable electrical properties. However, the programmability of DNA in the form of tiles can be exploited to facilitate the manufacturing of templates for circuits to deposit electronic devices, such as molecular transistors or quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) cells [7][8][9][10][11] have reported the use of DNA self-assembly to build nanostructures as scaffolds, templates and interconnects for molecular electronics. The basic principle is to utilize the programmability of DNA tiles to self-assemble into periodic and aperiodic lattice structures [9]. Then, it is possible for other molecular electronic devices or quantum dots to selectively attach through deposition to the lattice structure. An obvious advantage of this technique is that a massive parallel assembly is possible, such that millions of copies of the desired structure can be built simultaneously [9]. This technique has been advocated as a viable method for future “bottom-up” nanofabrication also applicable to emerging technologies such as QCA [4][5]. The abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) provides the basis for analyzing self-assembly in ideal cases [16][17]. A tile set consists of a finite set of unique tiles that are used to self-assemble into a DNA crystal. A tile is assumed to be square and tiles can not rotate by assumption. Each of the four sides of a tile has a bond type. The bond types of a tile determine the uniqueness of the tile. Each bond type has an associated bond strength. Two bonds of the same type can glue (i.e. bond) together, with a corresponding strength. It is assumed that the strength between different bond types is always 0. aTAM can be extended to other tile structures (such as those having more than four sides) with no loss of correctness and generality.
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Figure 1. The Sierpinski Triangle Tile Set

In the ideal process assumed by the aTAM model, self-assembly always begins with a seed tile. A tile can be added to the existing crystal when its total bond strength to the crystal is greater than or equal to 2. An empty location in which the total bond strength of its adjacent sides is $\geq 2$ is called a growth site because a new tile whose sides match the adjacent sides, can attach to this location in aTAM. The crystal generated from the seed tile via a series of legal (correct) tile
additions is referred to as the produced assembly. The commonly employed convention uses line(s) to indicate the strength of a bond type. The integer in the tile denotes the bond type. The example in Figure 1 shows a widely studied tile set for nanomanufacturing. The presentation of the tile set in Figure 1(a) follows the convention introduced above. The assembly process of this tile set according to aTAM is given in Figure 1(b) and the final assembly as shown in Figure 1(c) is a pattern generally referred to as the Sierpinski triangle.

While for the ideal scenario, aTAM is adequate for analysis and design of tile sets, a new model is required for dealing with related issues (such as growth speed and error analysis). In a more realistic assembly process, insufficient attachments and tile disassociation can occur. An insufficient attachment (or mismatch) is an event in which a tile attaches to the crystal with total bond strength less than 2. In tile disassociation, a tile falls off from a crystal being activated by thermal noise. The kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM) provides a framework to analyze and simulate this non-ideal scenario of self-assembly. The kTAM model includes rates for both association and dis-association of tiles from the crystal. In this model, the on-rate (association) $r_{on}$ is determined only by the tile concentration, that is represented by the parameter $G_{mc}$. The off-rate $r_{off}$ (dis-association) is determined by the total bond strength and the parameter $G_{se}$ for the temperature. A simulation tool Xgrow has been developed in [17]; Xgrow implements the kTAM model to emulate the self-assembly of a DNA assembled crystal. Different types of errors can be observed in DNA self-assembly [6]. The growth error refers to the type of error in which a weakly-binding tile (with total bond strength less than 2) attaches to a site where another strongly-binding tile (total bond strength $\geq 2$) should have been added. The facet roughening error refers to the error such that a weakly-binding tile attaches to a site in which no tile should yet be added [6]. This will cause an uncontrolled spontaneous growth on a facet.

For nano manufacturing, DNA self-assembly relies on defining a set of tiles and related features (such as bonds) to target a specific finite-size pattern. Self-assembly must utilize simple tiles and possibly, a tile set of small cardinality to reduce any laboratory work required for implementation. To generate a pattern by self-assembly, a tile set can be computed by considering the combinatorial arrangements of the tiles and bond types in the aggregate; however, such set is trivial (i.e. large and intuitive by construction), hence a process amenable to simplification and set reduction by computation, is often required. Such process is generally referred to as tile synthesis [3]. In [3], issues revolving around the synthesis of tile sets for DNA self-assembly were addressed. Tile synthesis is an optimization problem targeting specific features such as the number of tiles and/or bonds. It has been defined as a combinatorial optimization problem referred to as the Pattern self-Assembly Tile-set Synthesis (PATS) problem. A graph model has been proposed for analyzing the tile sets assembling a specified pattern. The PATS problem is equivalent to the minimum graph coloring problem, hence in the general case it remains NP complete. Two greedy algorithms (referred to as PATS_Tile and PATS_Bond) have been proposed for synthesis of tile sets for self-assembly.

3 Errors in Synthesized Tile Sets

In DNA self-assembly, different types of error have been observed in simulated and laboratory trials; moreover, errors occur in kTAM at a rate between 1% and 10%. Errors impose limitations on the application of DNA self-assembly. This paper focuses on the implications of errors in synthesized tile sets for self-assembly. As the tiles in the trivial set have unique bonds on each side, an insufficient attachment will not necessarily result in an erroneous assembly. In a synthesized tile set, the bond types are no longer unique, so errors may appear in the final assembly. The tile sets of some patterns are available, hence referred in this paper to as non-synthesized test sets. However, self-assembly from non-synthesized patterns may also suffer from errors because bond types are not unique to every tile.

While the above analysis is intuitive, an investigation on errors in self-assembly using different types of tile sets is pursued using Xgrow as simulation tool. In this study, the simulation parameters are set as follows: $G_{se} = 10$, $G_{mc}$ varies from 18.0 to 19.5. The simulation window has been set to
128 × 128 growth sites for the tiles and the simulation time is set to 80,000 seconds.

Tile sets for 70 different random patterns of various pattern sizes [3] have been simulated. The tile synthesis process results on average in a decrease of 75.6% in bond types and 43.5% in tile types, compared to trivial tile sets. Each tile set was simulated 30 times. Simulation results of all synthesized tile sets under the same $G_{mc}$ are used to calculate the average error rate. The average error rate is plotted against $G_{mc}$ in Figure 2. Simulation results of all trivial tile sets are used to calculate the average error rate under different $G_{mc}$. The error rate of a trivial tile set is at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in the corresponding synthesized tile set.
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**Figure 2.** Error rate of synthesized tile sets for random patterns

Next, the error rates of the synthesized tile sets for the Sierpinski triangle and the binary counter patterns [3] are compared with the non-synthesized tile sets for the same patterns (given in [14]). As shown in Figure 3(a), the two tile sets generated by PATS ($PATS \text{ BC}$ and $PATS \text{ Sier}$) have a similar error rate and the two non-synthesized tile sets ($\text{Known BC}$ and $\text{Known Sier}$) have similar error rates too. The PATS-generated tile sets have a higher error rate than the non-synthesized tile sets under small values of $G_{mc}$. However, when $G_{mc}$ is large (corresponding to the scenario of growth at low error rate), a synthesized tile set has an error rate lower than the non-synthesized tile set of the same pattern. Figure 3(b) shows the comparison of PATS generated tile sets and non-synthesized tile sets for two other patterns (line1 and line2). These are patterns of periodic vertical lines with controlled spacing (as required by templates for self-assembly of nano-interconnects). As plotted in Figure 3(b) similar results are observed; further analysis of the error rate is pursued in the next section to understand its behavior.

Assembled patterns made of replicating the basic pattern are also studied. Assembled patterns of the Sierpinski triangle are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the assembly from the synthesized 12 × 12-pixel Sierpinski tile set, with mismatched tiles highlighted in Figure 4(b). The simulation results of the non-synthesized tile set for the Sierpinski triangles are given in Figure 4(c)-(d). It can be observed that errors in the PATS-generated tile set appear in clusters, while errors are mostly dispersed by using a non-synthesized tile set.

Simulation has also been conducted using a tile set synthesized for manufacturing the layout of a QCA (Quantum-dot Cellular Automata) [4] circuit. Recently [5], self-assembly has been advocated as a technique for building templates on which QCA cells can be attached for nano circuit manufacturing. Figure 5 shows the pattern for replicating the co-planar crossing circuit generated using a synthesized tile set with $G_{mc} = 18.2$ and $G_{se} = 10$. Clustering of errors can also be observed in this pattern as example of a template for nanomanufacturing. The observed error clustering in synthesized tile sets confirms the findings established in previous experiments.
Figure 3. Error rate of tile sets for various self-assembly patterns
Figure 4. Examples for comparing the error occurrence in self-assembly of synthesized and non-synthesized tile sets

Figure 5. Error occurrence in self-assembly of synthesized tile set for QCA co-planar crossing layout pattern
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Finite Pattern</th>
<th># of Bonds</th>
<th># of Tiles</th>
<th>Probability of Matching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB,15</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB,6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryCounter,15</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>0.1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryCounter,6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.3176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line1,15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>0.1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line1,6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line2,15</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.2341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line2,6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.2870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierpinski,12</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.1544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierpinski,6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.2718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierpinski,8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Probability of having a matching tile type for a random growth site

4 Discussion

Initially, consider that self-assembly from a trivial tile set is virtually error-free compared to those from a synthesized tile set and a non-synthesized tile set. Let’s define a matching growth site as a growth site that can perfectly match one of the tile types in the tile set. If the aggregate grows with no error, then every growth site is a matching site. However, after the occurrence of an error, the new growth sites have neighbouring conditions different from those encountered in the error-free growth. For a PATS-generated tile set, there is a high probability that a new growth site is not a matching growth site. When an unmatching growth site appears, additional insufficient attachments may occur in the DNA self-assembly process. An unmatching growth site appears not only at the locations next to the initial error, but any growth site that has a (bond) dependence with the initial erroneous tile, can be affected. Assume that the bond types that appear on the south and east sides of the error-affected growth sites, are random (as in the worst case scenario).

So, an error-affected growth but matching site has the same probability as a randomly generated bond type combination (made of 2 bond types) for matching to the east and south sides of some tiles in the tile set. Let the presence of bond types have the same probability distribution on the east/west and south/north sides (as in constant monomer concentrations) and the total number of bond types be denoted by \( A \). Also on average, a bond type appears on the south sides of \( r \) different tile types (as an approximation, a bond type also appears on the east/north/west sides of \( r \) different tile types); moreover, the probability of an error-affected growth matching site is \( \frac{r}{A} \).

For example, if a bond type appears on the south side of \( r \) different tile types in the tile set, a growth site is matching only if its east side matches one of the \( r \) tile types. By assumption, the bond type on the east side of the growth site is random (i.e., it can be any of the \( A \) types), so the probability of having a matching growth site is \( \frac{r}{A} \). This assumption provides a worst case scenario by which errors can be considered. Eleven synthesized tiles sets that have been generated by PATS for the Sierpinski, the AB grid, the barcode and the binary counter patterns, have been investigated (the numeric suffix identifies the dimension of the square pixel area as a finite size pattern in the template) [3]. Table 1 shows the probability of having a growth site to match any available tile type, provided each tile located south and east to the site is selected randomly from the tile set (in the ideal case of no error). The probability of having a matching growth site is in the range of 15% to 30%. Differently from the synthesized tile sets, non-synthesized tile sets are designed such that any new growth site is a matching growth site. So, the probability of having a matching growth site is 100%; this probability is a significant measure that affects the correct growth of the self-assembly.

Next, consider that errors cluster in assemblies from synthesized tile sets. Figure 6 shows part of an assembly using a tile set synthesized for the 6 x 6 pixel area of the Sierpinski pattern. This example illustrates that unmatching growth sites in an error affected area result in clustered errors.
Figure 6(a) shows the tiles in an error-free assembly. When an initial insufficient attachment occurs (as in Figure 6(b)), this results in some growth sites for which it is not possible to find compatible tile types. Continued growth of the self-assembly must include more mismatched tiles in these incompatible growth sites. Figure 6(c) shows an assembly that can occur as outcome of the initial error. The mismatched error tiles are clustered. Hence, an error-affected area is generated; this area is located at the north-west of the initial error (according to the assumed direction of growth). By comparison, the non-synthesized tile sets have 100% probability of having a matching growth site. So an initial mismatch does not result in more mismatched tile attachments. Clustering can affect error generation in two ways; it decreases the rate of error generation due to the lower probability of attaching a series of mismatches. This effect is similar to the error tolerance mechanism of proofreading DNA tile sets [6]. Also, if an initial error stays in the assembly, it results in a large number of additional errors. This explains the difference in error rates between synthesized tile sets and non-synthesized tile sets under different values of $G_{mc}$.
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**Figure 6.** An initial error in the synthesized tile set assembly results in a cluster of errors

### 5 Conclusion

This paper has dealt with DNA self-assembly using different tile sets (such as synthesized, trivial and non-synthesized tile sets) and the implications of set cardinality on error generation. While generating an almost error free aggregate, the large size of trivial tile sets make them impractical, hence the need for synthesis. Compared with non-synthesized tile sets, patterns grown by synthesized tile sets have a higher error rate at low $G_{mc}$, but a lower error rate at large $G_{mc}$. This paper has also shown that errors in an aggregate assembled from a synthesized tile set, are mostly clustered, i.e. when an initial mismatched tile occurs in the assembly, it causes a series of growth errors in the area located to the north-west of the initial mismatched tile (this area is referred to as the error-affected area). When $G_{mc}$ is small, error clustering causes an increase in the number of mismatched tiles in the self-assembly. When $G_{mc}$ is large, growth of erroneous tiles is reduced by error clustering due to the lower probability of generating a series of errors.

Further work is needed to analyze the errors observed in these experiments. A probability based error model is being considered to characterize and predict errors in DNA self-assembly from synthesized tile sets. Also, research is being pursued to fully characterize the implications of errors in DNA self-assembly on the yield for manufacturing QCA circuits.
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